.17 Products

Including seed industry as a whole

Class here surpluses and shortages of farm products, forecasts and projections of supply and demand

Class specific elements of production applied to specific products and groups of products in 338.13–338.16; class government farm policies applied to specific products and groups of products in 338.18; class supply, surpluses, shortages of food in 338.19; class specific producers in 338.763. Class a specific kind of seed with the kind, e.g., corn (maize) seed 338.17315

See also 338.47637 for dairy and related products

.173–.176 Products of culture of plants, of domestic mammals, of domestic birds

Add to base number 338.17 the numbers following 63 in 633–636, e.g., rice or seed rice 338.17318, forestry 338.1749, forest products 338.17498; however, for supply of timber in nature, see 333.7511; for demand for timber, see 333.7512

.174 98 Forest products

Number built according to instructions under 338.173–338.176

Class here supply of cut timber, comprehensive works on timber

For uncut timber, timber reserves, see 333.7511

.178 Products of insect culture

Add to base number 338.178 the numbers following 638 in 638.1–638.5, e.g., honey 338.17816